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Abstract 

The thesis describes Model Based Design process and its application for the 

design and testing of algorithms. This approach was employed in the development of 

the Engine Monitoring Module in collaboration with the UNIS, a.s. company. The 

continuous monitoring of equipment is a current trend in the development of the 

aerospace industry. The outputs of these algorithms can be used for planning 

maintenance with respect to operative modes and conditions. Monitoring algorithms are 

implemented in the Matlab/Simulink environment and are tested on the dSpace 

platform. 

Keywords 

MBD, code generation, aerospace, engine monitoring, test cases, automated HIL 

testing, dSpace 

 

 

Abstrakt 

Diplomová práce popisuje vývojovou techniku Model Based Design a její 

použití pro návrh a testování algoritmů. Popis této techniky je proveden na příkladu 

praktického využití v praxi při vývoji modulu monitorování stavu motoru ve spolupráci 

se společností UNIS,a.s. Vývoj v oblasti současné letecké techniky klade velký důraz na 

monitorování životnosti zařízení. Podle výstupů algoritmu se dají naplánovat 

preventivní opravy s ohledem na aktuální podmínky opotřebení a provozování. 

Implementace algoritmů je provedena v prostředí Matlab/Simulink s následným 

testováním na platformě dSpace 

Klíčová slova 

MBD, generování kódu, letectví, monitorování motoru, testovací případy, 

automatické HIL testování, dSpace 
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1.  BACKGROUND 

1.1.  Health and Usage Monitoring Systems 

In both military and commercial domains the crucial aspect for an aviation 

operator is the ability to reliably send off and successfully complete flight missions. 

When using the monitoring system, the ability to monitor all crucial aircraft signals is 

gained. Through synthesis and analysis of collected data estimation and tracking the 

usage and health of the aircraft is possible. It gives the operator early warnings of 

potential problems and gives them the possibility of planning the appropriate service 

actions during the next major maintenance, or in case it is critical, to immediately fix 

the fault before the problem fully develops into complex damage of the component. By 

using the monitoring system, the operator is granted complex insight into the aircraft's 

health, which eventually results in a boost of the aircraft's readiness and flight safety. It 

also reduces the occurrence of unexpected problems that results in flight delays, 

cancelations and early terminations. 

One of the main differences between conventional preventive maintenance and 

the application of Health and Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMS) is the approach to the 

planning. The first one mentioned relies on time-based scheduling of maintenance 

actions, whereas the second one enables condition-based practice. A complex view into 

the health of each aircraft of the fleet is granted and upcoming component problems are 

indicated in advance. This means that operators are provided with all the necessary 

information to make beneficial maintenance-related planning decisions.  

Small problems that can be easily fixed like imbalances, faulty installations or 

starting gear and bearing degradation are indicated. The operator then focuses the 

maintenance on these easily fixable things and prevents the problem to develop and 

cause collateral damage to the aircraft.  

The fact that the system inspection and data collection, which lead to the 

detection of flaws, takes place on every flight results in a dramatic reduction of ground 

turns and maintenance-related test flights. Consequently, significant savings are 

achieved through lower fuel usage, engine and aircraft cycles and man hours. By 

monitoring hundreds of signals, an automatic electronic check is possible, which 

eliminates the need for many maintenance inspections. 
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The monitoring system allows both quick intuitive on-board real-time 

troubleshooting and on-ground complex in-depth data processing. Trend analysis tools 

help to detect the root of emerging problems and minimize the troubleshooting time, 

greatly reducing the no-fault-found component removals. 

According to UTC Aerospace Systems, in the first one-year deployment of 38 

aircraft equipped with their HUMS in an Army battalion, the battalion executed 27% 

more missions than a non-equipped sister battalion with the same mission profile. The 

HUMS-equipped battalion set a new Army record for the most missions accomplished 

in a one-year period, never missing or aborting a mission due to mechanical problems. 

[1] 

1.2.  Outline 

Four companies decided to collaborate on a new aerospace project under 

Efficient Systems and Propulsion for Small Aircraft (ESPOSA). One was supposed to 

develop a plane with avionics and the necessary equipment. The second company had to 

develop an engine. The third one had to develop a fuel-dosing pump for the engine. At 

last, the fourth company – UNIS, a.s. – took the task to develop a Full Authority Digital 

Electronic Control unit (FADEC) for the engine with the above-mentioned fuel-dosing 

element.  

It was shortly after I came to work for Unis when there was a deadline for 

making the model of a control algorithm for the Electronic Control Unit (ECU), with 

which an initial testing session on a real aircraft engine stand had to be carried out. Only 

basic functions of the ECU like starting sequence and temperature and speed limits had 

to be presented. We were supposed to prove that our team is able to put together all 

their requirements. It was a success. With the use of dSpace/Matlab/Simulink combined 

capabilities of quickly adjusting and building the model into a code; to receive, process 

and transmit analogue, digital and frequency signals in real-time we showed the 

resilience of such an approach. At the end of our testing sessions and management 

negotiations we were green-lit to continue with the project, develop the final hardware, 

implement the rest of the functions of the ECU, and put together a vibration protection 

module and an engine monitoring module (EMM). The next phase of the project was 

going to be testing the newly implemented functions on a stand again, and then moving 
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to the Central Institution of Aviation Motors in Russia in order to start final tests and the 

certification process. 

 

Figure 1: The FADEC visualization 

 

The FADEC itself consists of four modules – two ECU units, EMM unit and a 

vibromodule. ECU units are in charge of engine control, the vibromodule handles 

dangerous vibration situations and the EMM as mentioned before carries out the 

monitoring and diagnostics tasks. In Figure 2 the dataflow between different modules is 

shown. The focus of the diagram is on the module of interest – EMM. The 

communication between modules is realized using ARINC 429 protocol. The 

communication between different cards of the EMM is carried out using CAN 

aerospace communication protocol. There are three cards that have different specific 

tasks.  
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Figure 2: Dataflow within FADEC focused on EMM.  

 

The communication card (COM) takes care of communication with other 

modules, the peripheral card (PER) manages peripheries and processes the input signals 

from sensors and the main processor card (CPU) runs top level functionality algorithms. 

As we can see, there is one-way communication from the vibromodule to the EMM and 

two-way communication between the ECUs and the EMM. 

Since such a project as FADEC development is very complex, the whole team of 

engineers was involved in development. Each person had their own tasks and spheres of 

responsibility. My personal part of project included several tasks: 

- Implementing top level algorithms of the EMM in Matlab/Simulink 

according to costumers’ requirements 

- Model-testing implemented algorithms 

- With the help of my colleagues automatically generating the C code from 

designed algorithm models 

- Designing test cases and procedures for both solo module testing and 

integration tests 
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- Designing the testing interface and with the help of the hardware department 

putting together the HIL testing setup 

- Running and evaluating tests, debugging and implementing fixes. 

In my thesis I will go through the whole process and mention crucial parts of the 

development of the EMM.  

Chapter 2 is focused on the software, describing the requirements, architecture of 

the software, the interface between handwritten and generated MBD tasks. Implemented 

monitoring algorithms will be described with examples of implementation in the 

Stateflow environment. Also, the process of generating the C code from Simulink 

models is described.  

In Chapter 3 I take closer look on the testing phase and describe the whole testing 

process in detail. Test case design is described and testing setups that were used for 

testing of the EMM are shown. At the end of the chapter results are presented.  

In Chapter 4 there is a summary of the work done and described in this thesis. 

Some of the biggest challenges and time consuming phases of the development and 

testing process are discussed in this chapter. Suggestions are given on how to avoid 

problematic situations when working on similar projects. Also, plans for the future of 

this project are discussed. 
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2. SOFTWARE 

For software development a combined approach was chosen to implement the 

demanded functionality by hand-written source code and source code generated and 

developed through a Model-Based Design (MBD) approach. Software should be 

implemented in C language according to ANSI C90 standard and conforming to 

software standard MISRA-C 2012 for safety-critical systems.  

2.1. Requirements 

It was demanded to make the EMM system functionally modular. Each of these 

functionalities is focused on a separate domain of the monitoring events. The system 

has both global and functionality-specific requirements. Most of the global requirements 

concern event-forming algorithms, timing, fault management, maintenance options or 

tolerance handling. Functionality-specific requirements define parameter sources with 

units, the lowest acceptable frequency of the task and the conditions to enter the 

algorithm. Obviously, each of the functionalities is described separately in sufficient 

detail. Both the verbal and formulae definitions and the combinations with diagrams and 

comments give a clear view on the required system. The EMM is designed to complete 

the following tasks: 

- The module continuously monitors the values of defined engine parameters and 

signals. It processes these signals and values of parameters according to the algorithms 

described below and send results to the crew. This monitoring and processing takes 

place both while the aircraft is on the ground and during the flight 

- The module continuously checks if the monitored parameters are in the defined 

range. The range for the measured parameters can be defined both statically and 

dynamically according to the change in flight mode 

- The module detects faults and damage that can influence decisions of the crew 

concerning the control of the aircraft during the flight and the actions of maintenance 

crew during the on-ground after-flight service. 

- Forming messages of the “event” type concerning faults and the damage of the 

engine and its systems and sending them to the cockpit. 

- Detection of flight modes for later use in determining the wear-off of the engine. 
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- Calculating sum flight durations for limited modes and the total sum flight 

duration for the engine in hours and cycles. 

- Determining the engine's slow-down time after it is switched off. 

- Processing the data for on-ground maintenance and trend analysis diagnostics of 

the flow system of the engine. 

The input signals and parameters of the EMM are being previously validated 

using the reliability criteria defined for the built-in validation check system. If the input 

signal in a given sample is detected to be faulty, the last validated sample is used for the 

algorithm processing.  

Every signal of the “event” type is formed in each sample and is sent to the 

cockpit in case it stays on for three samples in a row. Each of these events deactivate if 

its conditions are not met at one sample. There is also a possibility to change validity 

limits for monitored signals and flight times. The duration of the read and write process 

must take less than 10 minutes.  

2.2. Software architecture 

. In this chapter the software structure will be briefly explained. Memory items, 

card framework, scheduler and the interface between hand written and MBD generated 

tasks will also be mentioned. 

2.2.1. Software structure 

SW architecture and its basic software layers are shown in Figure 3. The core of 

the SW architecture consists of card framework and scheduler. Low level initialization 

and operation with the MCU’s peripherals are implemented in the peripheral drivers 

layer. The scheduler periodically executes system and application tasks. Application 

tasks can be implemented in hand-coded software modules or in software modules 

generated from models developed in Matlab/Simulink during MBD.  
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Figure 3: Basic Card SW layers 

 

2.2.2. Memory items 

The memory map of On-Chip memories for the MCU is described in [TMS320]. 

The card's SW has a customized memory map by linker command file. The memory 

map identifies basic memory sections within FLASH and RAM memories described in 

Table 1 and Table 2. 

Name Address space Description 

FLASH 0x300000 – 0x03FFF6 Program memory area in FLASH 

RESET 0x33FFF6 – 0x33FFF8 Reset vector 

Table 1: Card SW program memory map sections 

 

Name Address space Description 

Stack 0x000100 – 0x0007FF Stack memory 

Vectors 0x000D00 – 0x000E00 Interrupt vector table 

RAM 0x008000 – 0x00FF00 Program memory area in RAM 

DMA_MEM 0x00FF00 – 0x010000 Memory accessible through DMA 

Table 2: Card SW data memory map sections 

2.2.3. Card framework 

The card framework implements a basic system layer superior to peripheral 

drivers and low level functionalities. The system layer also includes a scheduler which 

executes system and application tasks. This SW core is used in all digital cards.  
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Before the card framework (including a scheduler) is started, basic initialization 

of the digital card must be performed.  

2.2.4. Scheduler 

After the initialization sequence is finished, the scheduler starts the periodic 

execution of scheduled tasks which were added during the initialization sequence. The 

execution of all tasks is performed in the scheduler’s loop.  

During the scheduler execution, the timer TIMER2 is counting up to 

TASK_TIMER_PERIOD_VALUE. When the timer counter is equal to this value, a 

global counter is incremented in an interrupt routine. The scheduler checks the 

deadlines of all tasks. A task is executed when its scheduled deadline is met. After a 

task execution is finished, a new task deadline is calculated. 

 

Figure 4: Main scheduler loop 

 

Figure 4 shows the state diagram implemented by the scheduler. The scheduler 

supports dynamic adding and removing of tasks. Nevertheless, the scheduler executes a 
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static sequence of tasks added during the initialization. An idle task or low power CPU 

mode is not used.  

The card framework is a SW layer related to basic system operation. It 

implements a simple operating system. SW components of the card framework are the 

following: 

• Card ADC – processing of internal ADC inputs 

• Card EEPROM – permanent data storage (parameter, operational data, etc.) 

• Card SCI – serial communication interfaces SCI_A and SCI_B 

• Card SPI – serial peripheral interface 

• Card-specific – card-specific initialization for core or application functionality 

2.2.5. Interface with application layer generated from MBD 

The interface between SW modules implemented by hand for card-specific (low 

level or system) functionality and SW modules generated from MBD is formed by 

card_gets.h and card_sets.h header files. An illustrative diagram is shown in Figure 5. 

Function name mapping between card-specific and application functions is defined.  

 

Figure 5: Interface between card-specific functions and code generated from MBD 

 

2.3. Model based design generated tasks 

There are three main tasks, in the system. Tasks are called according to the card 

they are run on. These are peripheral task, communication task and CPU task. The role 

of the peripheral and communication cards can be called supportive. The CPU task is 

the one that runs the top level – most important from functionality point of view – 

algorithms. In this chapter I will briefly go through the peripheral and communication 

task, and then have a closer look at algorithms that are run on the CPU card. 
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2.3.1.  Peripheral Task 

There are raw analogue signals from the sensors voltage and raw discrete input 

signals entering the algorithm. This task reads raw electrical values, validates them and 

provides the shavings detection algorithm. 

The inputs are taken directly from sensors and from 16 and 32-bit CAN intercard 

communication buffers coming from the EMM_CPU through ARINC. The output 

signals are then converted to the corresponding data types and combined in order to fit 

in the 16 and 32-bit buffer structure. 

As the name suggests this cards purpose is to manage the communication, signal 

harvesting and control of the peripheries. This card takes the input signals and 

according to the sensor specification turns the electrical signal a into physical 

interpretation. Along with the mentioned conversion process the validation process 

takes place. The code running in this card also detects and generates the corresponding 

error flags of electrical, range, gradient and channel errors of the inputs.  

2.3.2.  Communication Task 

This task runs on 100Hz. First the algorithm gets the inputs buffers Part of the 

32-bit buffer from EMM_PER is transferred directly to the output 32-bit buffer 

EMM_COM. Because we use a maximum of 16-bit numbers, some of the 32-bit input 

buffer numbers carry two different signal values and are split, the datatype of other 

input signals is converted. Some values have to be converted from ARINC to the 

needed format. Some of the 16-bit values are bitfields, in this case we get only the bits 

that we need. 

After the buffers are decoded, the main algorithm processes these inputs and 

gives out the outputs. The outputs go through a mirrored process. They are converted to 

ARINC form, in case it is needed – coupled and in the case of Boolean signals – 

grouped into bitfields. Outputs leave the task through 16 and 32-bit EMM_COM buffers 

and 16 and 32-bit EMM_PER buffers. The appendix in the name of the buffers 

mentioned suggests the card they are sent to. 

Simply put, the communication card takes input signals from other modules, 

decodes, regroups and prepares again them for other two tasks to be used as inputs, then 

takes these task’s outputs, regroups again them, code them back and sends them to other 
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modules. The most important challenge of this task is to make the coding/decoding 

receiving/transmitting as efficient as possible. 

2.3.3. CPU Task 

This task reads the ARINC buffer communication from the EMM peripheral and 

EMM communication cards and executes EMM functionalities. This task runs several 

subsystems – modular algorithms – that will be described closely further into this 

chapter. These are: 

- Emm_counter – it manages the calling of other subalgorithms 

- AK01 – Engine modes detection  

- AK02 – Gas dynamics parameters monitoring  

- AK03 – Oil system monitoring  

- AK04 – Fuel system monitoring 

- AK05 – Number of starts and duration of start sequence monitoring 

- AK06 – On-ground engine slow-down time monitoring 

- AK07 – Wear-off calculation algorithm 

- AK08 – Data gathering algorithm for the purpose of on-ground maintenance of the 

flow system. 

2.3.3.1.EMM_COUNTER 

This subsystem is a counter that is generates trigger signals. These trigger 

signals are then used by enabled subsystems containing main functionality parts of the 

monitoring module. The counter is used in order to make different algorithms work on 

different frequencies while the whole system runs on one base frequency. There are no 

inputs in this subsystem 

In our case, the main frequency at which this subsystem runs is 100 Hz.  And the 

output trigger signals frequencies are 1Hz, 5Hz, 20 Hz and 50 Hz.  

The key part of the algorithm is the counter subsystem (*1*). It increments the 

counter by 1 in every step until it reaches 100 and then it starts from zero. The counter 

value is of uint16 datatype. The counter value is then used to determine the correct time 

for periodical trigger signals to be turned on. 
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Figure 6: Trigger generating algorithm implemented in Simulink model 

 

There are two 1Hz trigger signals generated. When the counter value is equal to 

18, the first 1Hz trigger signal is set to (b_enable1Hz1) (*2*). When the counter value is 

equal to 16, the second 1Hz trigger signal is set to (b_enable1Hz2) (*3*). 

In order to make a 50Hz trigger, the last 15 bits of the 16-bit counter are masked 

out and it is converted to Boolean. This means that the trigger signal is on every time 

the counter value is odd (b_enable50Hz) (*4*), making it half of the base 100Hz. 

The 5Hz trigger is created by dividing the counter value by 20 with a remainder. 

When the remainder from the division is equal to 4, the 5Hz trigger goes on 

(b_enable5Hz) (*5*). 

The 20Hz trigger is created by dividing the counter value by 5 with a remainder. 

When the remainder from the division is equal to 0, the first 20Hz trigger goes on 

(b_enable20HzOdd) (*6*). When the remainder from the division is equal to 2, the 

second 20Hz trigger goes on (b_enable20HzEven) (*7*). 

 Asynchronous triggering was chosen in order to minimize the CPU load. 

2.3.3.2.AK01 - Engine mode detection 

This subsystem stands for the first algorithm of the EMM module (AK01). It 

runs on 40 Hz and it is the fastest running algorithm of the EMM and it is always 

running when the power is on. Its function is to determine the flight mode of the engine 

and to send out the corresponding flight mode flag. The flags that are generated in this 

part of the algorithm are then used as inputs in other EMM algorithms. There is a 
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validated value of the power throttle lever angle and a couple of system flags entering 

the subsystem from the ECU unit.  

There are 4 different engine modes to be detected by this subsystem: 

- Ground Idle mode 

- Maximum Flight mode 

- Take-Off mode 

- One Engine Inoperative (OEI) mode 

First the okurt
1
 error and forced manual control flag is checked. If both are false 

and OEI allowed flag is true, the OEI mode flag is set true. 

If the power throttle lever angle value is inside the limits for the corresponding 

flight modes and both the engine operative flag and the okurt error and forced manual 

control flag are false, the ground idle mode flag or max flight mode flag are set true. 

If power throttle lever angle is above the highest limit, OEI allowed flag is false, 

the engine operative flag is true and okurt error and forced manual control flag are 

false, the take-off mode flag is set true. 

2.3.3.3.AK02 – Gas dynamics parameters monitoring 

This subsystem stands for the third algorithm of the EMM module (AK03) and it 

runs on 20Hz. There are system flags and validated values of gas generator speed, free 

turbine speed and gas outlet temperature values entering the subsystem from the ECU 

unit. There are also structures of constants and parameters needed for the algorithm 

entering the subsystem. 

The algorithm checks keeping the maximal and maximal allowed limits for the 

engine’s measured gas dynamic parameters on all flight modes. Its purpose is to keep 

the crew informed on the motor’s state and to give advice on control. The results of the 

algorithm are later used on the ground for evaluation of the engines technical condition 

and planning maintenance work. 

                                                 

1
 Okurt error is one of the most serious error messages. If it occurs,  the ECU unit in which it was 

formed is not allowed to control the engine and the control is switched to the second channel. It is formed 

when one of the crucial engine control errors is detected. Errors of actuators and sensors that affect the 

engine control such as gas generator speed sensor, fuel pump angle sensor or fuel stop valve are involved 
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First, the algorithm’s entrance condition is checked – until the stop button and 

fuel supply valve signal values are both false, the algorithm is in idle mode and all 

outputs are set false. First gas outlet temperature limits are checked. If in both ECU 

units the ECU fuel control flag is false and okurt error true or the engine operative flag 

is true, the outlet temperature is checked for maximum limit of gas outlet temperature 

flag. If not, depending on the value of the engine operative flag, it is checked for the 

maximal allowed limit or maximum limit over start flags. 

If the condition described is fulfilled and the temperature is higher than the 

maximal limit for longer than the time limit, the corresponding flag is formed. If the 

condition is not met and the engine operative flag is off and gas outlet temperature 

value is over the given limit, the gas outlet temperature during the start over the limit 

flag goes on. In case the gas outlet temperature goes over the corresponding limit and 

the engine operative flag is on, the gas outlet temperature over maximum allowed limit 

flag is set on 
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Figure 7: AK02 algorithm diagram 

 

Then the gas generator turbine speed limits are checked. Depending on which of 

the limits is exceeded, the max allowed or max limit flag is set on. If the value of gas 

generator turbine is inside the allowed limits, no message is formed. 

Then the free turbine speed limits are checked. If they are outside the maximal 

limit, the free turbine max message is formed indicating this limit excision. If the 

maximal allowed free turbine speed limit is broken for more than 30 seconds, the free 
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turbine maximal limit excision flag is formed. If no limits are broke, no messages are 

formed.  

2.3.3.4.AK03 – Oil system monitoring 

This subsystem stands for the third algorithm of the EMM module (AK03). Its 

purpose is to keep the crew informed on the operationality of the engine oil system and 

to give advice on control. The results of the algorithm are later used on the ground for 

evaluation of technical condition of the engine and planning maintenance work. The 

algorithm runs on 20Hz.  

There are system flags, digital inputs and validated values of gas generator 

speed, throttle lever angle, air inlet temperature, oil inlet temperature and oil pressure 

entering the subsystem from the ECU unit. There are also structures of constants and 

parameters needed for the algorithm entering the subsystem. 

 

Figure 8: AK03 algorithm flowchart 

First, the algorithm sets all outputs false. While the engine operative flag is 

false, false start or start is running via startergenerator and the ground flag is true, the 

minimum oil temperature sensor fail is checked. Then, while the gas generator speed is 

higher than 5 percent of its range, oil filter clogging sensor and minimal oil pressure 

sensor fails are checked.  
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While the engine operative flag is true, conditions for setting low mode oil 

temperature, low oil pressure, maximum oil temperature and oil filter clogged flags are 

checked. For the low mode temperature flag to be set on, the power lever angle must be 

above a given level and the oil temperature must be below a given limit. If the low oil 

pressure sensor is on or oil pressure is less than the limit, low oil pressure flag is set 

true. If the oil temperature reaches over the maximum limit or stays over the high limit 

for a given period of time, the max temperature flag is set true. 

2.3.3.5.AK04 – Fuel system monitoring 

This subsystem stands for the fourth algorithm of the EMM module (AK04). 

Apart from the analogue value of fuel pressure, there are also structures of constants and 

parameters entering the algorithm. The algorithm is executed with the minimal 

frequency of 15 Hz. It is used during the flight on all engine modes and during the pre-

start preparation procedures. During the flight, the results are used by the crew to 

evaluate the functionality of the fuel system and to make control decisions. The 

collected data are then used by the maintenance crew for detecting faults and fixing 

them. 

During each evaluation cycle the signals characterizing faults in the fuel system 

are checked, consequently the value of the fuel pressure is checked and if conditions are 

met, the corresponding message is formed. 

 

Figure 9: AK04 flowchart diagram 
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The algorithm is similar to the oil monitoring algorithm described in the last 

chapter. While the engine operative flag is false, fuel filter clog sensor fail is checked. 

If, in addition to the engine not being operative, the gas generator speed is higher than 5 

percent of its range, minimal fuel pressure sensor fail is checked. 

If the engine operative flag is true, the algorithm checks the fuel pressure limit 

for the maximum fuel pressure flag. Consequently minimal fuel pressure sensor and fuel 

filter clogged sensors are checked for forming the corresponding flags. 

2.3.3.6.AK05 – Number of starts and duration of start sequence 

monitoring 

This subsystem stands for the fifth algorithm of the EMM module (AK05). The 

algorithm completes the task of determining the time of duration of the start sequence 

and counts the number of engine starts. This algorithm runs on 1Hz. 

There are system flags, digital inputs and validated values of gas generator speed 

entering the subsystem from the ECU unit. There are also structures of constants and 

Unis parameters needed for the algorithm to run properly. Apart from the input and 

output signals, there are some local variables used in the algorithm to indicate that 

certain branches of the algorithm have been passed.  

Figure 10 shows us the core of the algorithm implemented in Stateflow 

environment. While the engine operative flag (b_engineOperative) is false and the 

engine start via startergenerator running flag (b_startSgRunning) is true, the algorithm 

starts counting time until ‘b_engineOperative’ goes true (*1*),(*2*). The algorithm also 

counts the number of engine starts. One engine start is considered when 

‘b_startSgRunning’ goes true and consequently ‘r32_ngg’ goes higher than 10% of its 

range (*1*), (*3*). At this point the information about the engine start addition is 

written into memory with the WRITE_FRAM command that calls a corresponding 

function outside the stateflow. The algorithm sends the duration of engine start 

(r32_timeStartEng) and number of engine start cycles (u16_sumStartCycle) for a given 

period of time (*6*) to the aircraft systems after the engine is switched off (*4*), (*5*). 
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Figure 10: Stateflow diagram of AK05 algorithm 

 

2.3.3.7.AK06 – On-ground engine slow-down time monitoring 

This subsystem stands for the sixth algorithm of the EMM module (AK06). It 

checks the duration of the engine’s slow-down after it is switched off. The duration of 

the engine's slow-down time characterises the technical condition of the rotating parts of 

the engine. The reason for divergence of the measured time from the expected value 

might be the degradation of bearings or actuators, the fault in the reductor's function, oil 

system, the turbine shovel prolongation or the presence of external objects inside the 

engine. The results of this algorithm are used during on-ground maintenance work and 

as primary information for finding and  investigating faults in nodes and units of the 
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engine with abnormal slow-down time values. These results are also useful for 

gathering the data for evaluating the influence of different faults of the engine on its 

slow-down time.  

 

Figure 11: AK06 flowchart diagram 

 

There are system flags and structures of constants and parameters needed for the 

algorithm to run. This algorithm runs on 5Hz. 

Before the actual counting algorithm starts, the engine should be cooling down 

while on ground idle mode and the ground flag is on. This can be only done while the 

engine is operative. After a given cooling-down duration, the corresponding flag goes 

on. When the engine goes off it is checked whether it was stopped on purpose and 

whether it has the cooled-down flag on. If the engine did not go through cooling-down 

process, the unconditionality flag is formed. If the conditions are met, the counting of 

the duration is started until gas generator speed reaches 5 percent of its range. If the 

duration is lower than the accepted minimum, the out of normal error flag is formed. If 

the duration exceeds the maximum limit unconditionality error is set true. If the slow-
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down time is inside acceptable limits, the time value is sent to the cockpit and is shown 

for 30 seconds 

2.3.3.8.AK07 – Wear-off calculation algorithm 

This subsystem stands for the seventh algorithm of the EMM module (AK07). It 

counts the sum engines operative time, the sum duration of the engine running on max 

flight mode and the duration of the engine running continuously longer than the given 

limit. It also calculates flight cycles and sends corresponding flags and signalisations. 

There is engine operative flag, validated values of reduced gas generator speed 

and power throttle lever angle value entering the subsystem from the ECU unit. There 

are also structures of constants and Unis parameters needed for the algorithm entering 

the subsystem. 

The implementation of this algorithm is divided in two parts; the first part 

calculates wear-off times, whereas the second part is focused on flight cycles only. The 

wear-off calculation is illustrated in Figure 12. While the engine is operative, the engine 

on time is incremented. The power throttle lever is checked to determine whether the 

engine is running on maximal flight mode or not. If so, the max flight duration is 

incremented and the limit for continuous operation on max flight mode is checked. 

Corresponding flags are formed. When the engine is switched off the wear-off 

information is sent to the cockpit. Wear-off values are saved continuously during the 

algorithm’s execution. 
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Figure 12: AK07 wear-off flowchart diagram 

 

The second part of the AK07 algorithm is shown in Figure 13 in a form of a 

stateflow diagram. While ‘b_engineOperative’ is true, the algorithm checks 

‘r32_nggRed’ and remembers the corresponding coefficients (*1*), (*2*), (*3*), (*4*), 

(*5*). These coefficients are then used to calculate the current flight cycle value (*6*). 

Only the highest value of the flight cycle is saved. When the engine is switched off the 

algorithm adds the current flight cycle value to the sum of flight cycles saved in the 

module memory (*7*). The value is then sent to the cockpit to be shown for the specific 

period of time (*8*). 
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Figure 13: AK07 flight cycles algorithm in stateflow 

 

2.3.3.9.AK08 – Data gathering  algorithm for the purpose of on-

ground maintenance of the flow system. 

During the steady continuous operating mode, the algorithm gathers engine 

operating data, which is later used for on-ground maintenance. The data gathering 

process is carried out during the early phases of the engine operation after the 

installation on the aircraft. The data can be gathered either on the ground or during the 

first flights. The primary data are saved to be used in the future. 

The engine’s operating data are gathered from each subsequent flight. Data 

packages from the last several flights are stored in the module’s memory for 

maintenance purposes. Trend analysis is then used by the maintenance crew to evaluate 

the gathered data. 
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The parameters collected and saved are the mean values of reduced speed of gas 

turbine and reduced gas temperature. The mean value is calculated from 400 

consequently measured samples. During the measurement the torque and the gradient of 

the measured parameters has to be within limits. After the data is processed and mean 

values are calculated, the module turns the “measurement of gas thermo-dynamic 

parameters complete flag on and saves the values into its memory. There is also a 

possibility of manually setting the measured data to zero.  

 

Figure 14: Stateflow diagram of the core of AK08 algorithm 

 

The core of the algorithm AK08 is shown in Figure 14. There are system flags 

and values of torque(r32_trq), gas outlet temperature (r32_t5), free turbine speed 

(r32_npt) and gas generator turbine speed (r32_ngg) entering the subsystem from the 

ECU. There is also a structure of constants entering the algorithm. 
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This algorithm runs on 20Hz. The algorithm first calculates differences of r32_t5 

(r32_deltaT5), r32_ngg (r32_deltaNgg) and r32_npt (r32_deltaNpt). It then checks the 

conditions for the stabilized thermogasdynamic parameters flag (b_stableTGP) to be 

switched on. For this to happen okurt error (b_okurtErr) should be false, the 

thermodynamic parameters measured flag (b_TDParamsMeasured) should be false, the 

engine should be operative (b_engineOperative), r32_trq, r32_deltaNgg, r32_deltaNpt 

and r32_delta should be inside the corresponding interval for a given period of time 

(*1*), (*2*), (*3*), (*4*). When b_stableTGP goes true, the algorithm starts measuring 

a given number of samples of r32_nggRed and r32_deltaT5 and calculates their mean 

values (r32_nggRedMeanValue, r32_t5MeanValue) (*7*). If during the measurement 

r32_deltaNgg or r32_deltaT5 goes off the limit, the corresponding sample is excluded 

from the data set (*5*) (*6*). If r32_trq goes over the limit, the whole measurement is 

stopped, b_stableTGP goes false, until b_stableTGP goes true again (*2*). When the 

data is measured, b_TDParamsMeasured is set true (*7*) until b_engineOperative goes 

false (*8*). 

Calculated mean values of temperature and gas generator speed are then stored 

in memory buffer. In this memory the very calculated values are stored permanently and 

the rest is rewritten according to the First In Last Out (FILO) pattern. This buffer 

writing mechanism is implemented using the stateflow diagram shown in Figure 15 

 

Figure 15: Indexing algorithm implemented in Stateflow 
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2.4. Code generation sequence 

In this chapter code generation method used during the project is briefly 

described. Some suggestions on model adjustments are given and things to avoid when 

creating Simulink model for the purpose of automatic C code generation are listed. 

2.4.1. Implementation 

During the implementation part, the module's algorithms are converted from a 

Simulink model to the target platform source code in C language. This can be done with 

the use of Matlab Coder and Simulink Coder toolboxes. There is also a possibility of 

using the Embedded Coder Toolbox to generate the entire code including the scheduler 

and drivers for a specific microcontroller. This toolbox includes a set of blocks that 

provide the hardware interface in the model. 

The appearance and the behavior of the final generated code is highly influenced 

by many factors, such as the model architecture, settings and constructions, signal data 

types or the storage class definitions. Because the target code is highly model-

dependent, it is necessary to use certain constructions and keep strict model-designing 

rules and standards. If we didn't keep them, the generated code would lack legibility, 

comprehensibility, traceability to the source model and a standard interface for 

connection with other code parts. In Figure 16 the example of how the C code can be 

traced back to its origin if it was modelled in appropriate way. The part of the Simulink 

model is transformed automatically into understandable C code. We can clearly see the 

source model blocks for each of the code parts. 
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Figure 16: The generated code traceability example  

 

2.4.2. Model adjustments 

The rules and selection of structure for the design of the source-model for the 

generated C code are essential, regardless of what approach we are going to use for 

generating the code itself. The following aspects should be taken into account: 

- The model should be composed of basic blocks with a known 

functionality. It is important to understand that beneath every block in Simulink, there is 

a code that provides the given block's functionality. The more complicated the block's 

function is, the more complicated and harder it is to understand the code providing it. It 
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is usually an effect of the tendency to fit in as many block options as possible. 

Generally, if we want the final generated code to be legible, traceable and certifiable, it 

is better to combine basic blocks to get the needed functionality than to use a ready-

made block.  

- If possible, signals in the model should have unique standardized names. 

The reason for this is that the model's signals are represented as variables in the 

generated C code. If the signal does not have a name, it is inherited from the block the 

signal came from. It might not be a problem when we have a tiny system, but when it 

comes to something more complex, the effect of naming the signals properly has a 

priceless effect on the comprehensibility of the C code.  

- There is a need to define the data types explicitly. The reason is that 

variables and parameters with undefined data types are usually by default considered to 

be of double data type. This turns out to be ineffective in many cases. If needed, the 

storage class of signals and/or parameters can be defined. This can increase the 

legibility, comprehensibility and effectiveness of the code. 

- The model should be logically structured according to its functionalities. 

This will have an impact on the C code structure. Atomic subsystems should be used to 

group separate functionalities. This will provide us with functional blocks of generated 

code. 

- No implicit operations such as “saturate on overflow” should be used to 

ensure traceability. If such functionality is required, it should be implemented in the 

design with the use of basic blocks. 

- Attention should be paid to the model's settings with the focus on 

optimisation and code generation. 

2.4.3. Code generation 

There are two basic approaches to code generation. One possibility is to use the 

Embedded Coder. In this case, the code is generated as an entire system. It allows us to 

put the hardware interface into the model and connect it directly inside the model with 

the entire system. There is also a scheduler provided by the toolbox. Drivers are either 

inserted into the Matlab/Simulink project, or included in the Embedded Coder toolbox. 

The disadvantage of this possibility might be the relatively difficult implementation and 
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modification of drivers and schedule within the project. It is also difficult to properly 

insert a hand-written part of code into the generated one. The control of what is going 

on on the low level is also lost and the Matlab/Simulink settings possibilities are 

reduced. Also, the Embedded Coder supports only a limited set of microcontrollers. 

Among the advantages of such an approach is the ease of use of the rapid control 

prototyping. Supported microcontrollers are supported well and the loading to the target 

can be done easily. 

The second approach is focused on separate task generation. Each task 

represents a separate functionality and is created with a standardized interface. The top 

level algorithms are generated and are embedded into a hand-written low level 

microcontroller interface containing drivers and a scheduler. This approach is inevitable 

in case the target hardware is not supported by the Embedded Coder or if non-standard 

drivers or scheduler are required. This approach gives us full control over the code and 

an unlimited ability to update or improve the code. 
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3. TESTING 

Several levels of testing were conducted. The initial testing took place during the 

development of the model of the system. Each subsystem or functionality built is tested 

separately. According to the nature of a given functionality's input signal, sequences are 

designed so that every possible situation, state and the whole range of outputs is 

covered. Many errors are usually detected at this stage, they are fixed and the model is 

tuned. When the functionality passes the test it is connected to the rest of the model. 

This is then tested with the new functionality integrated. When we are sure that the new 

part of the model is integrated correctly, we move on to the next functionality and 

repeat the process. 

 

Figure 17: Common development V diagram [2] 

 

When the model of the system is complete, it is time to test this model-in-the-

loop (MIL). Basically, this is a case where we use a model of the control to work with a 

model of the plant. The model of the module is connected directly to a model of the 

environment within the same Simulink diagram. Extremely fast development occurs at 
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this stage as you can make small changes to the control model and immediately test the 

system. 

 

Figure 18: Model-in-the-loop (left) and software-in-the-loop (right) testing illustration 

 

A slightly more realistic testing of the model takes place when we convert it into 

C code. There is still an environment model connected to our system in a bigger overall 

model, but our system of interest is inserted there not as a model, but rather as a piece of 

code. It is usually referred to as software-in-the-loop (SIL). This is actually a test of the 

coding system. Design iterations are slowed down, but changing some parts of it 

remains relatively easy to execute. 

During the next phase the coded system is not run in simulation, instead it is 

deployed into the target microprocessor. It is referred to as processor-in-the-loop (PIL). 

The input and output signals of the tested system deployed in the microprocessor are 

connected via a high speed bus like JTAG. The intention of this testing phase is to 

reveal problems with functionality in the embedded environment, such as code 

execution time frames. Even though design iterations slow down noticeably, the code 

execution problems are easy to find and fix. 
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Figure 19: Simple HIL testing  

 

The next procedure is carried out when the tested system is fully installed in the 

target hardware. A model fully emulating the plant is run on a real-time computer which 

is connected to our system and can communicate with the plant only through the 

customer-defined interaction interface. This testing setup is often called hardware-in-

the-loop (HIL). The only difference between the behaviour of the actual plant and our 

model is in its fidelity and the tested inputs' design. This type of testing usually takes 

place during the validation rather than development phase. It is so because at this stage 

the design iterations are relatively slow. This type of testing, on the other hand, is the 

closest to the final deployment and reveals most of the problems. The testing setup 

example shown in the Figure 19 consists of the PC, dSpace real-time testing 

environment and the target plant. Real peripheries could also be included 

3.1. Test cases 

There are some necessary steps needed to be done before the actual testing phase 

can start. It is necessary to state what is going to be tested in the system, and how. In 

our case, the specification-based testing approach was chosen. Such a decision meant 

that the program was going to be checked against every claim made in the reference 

document – in our case the design specification with its requirement list and an interface 

description. Even though because of its narrow focus on what is written this testing 

approach is often relatively weak, this turned out to be very significant. It was necessary 

to do such testing and properly document it, because the customer literally demanded it 

and made it a prerequisite to the next testing phase.  
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The initial phase of testing lies in designing test cases and procedures. When 

writing test cases, the author doesn’t need to understand the system itself. It is sufficient 

to know that certain inputs should lead to the invariable output. The type of testing 

when the tester doesn’t know how the tested system works is called black-box testing. 

As already mentioned, the core part of the test case lays in defined inputs and 

anticipated outputs of the system. There is also a usual formal set of information 

included in the test case, such as the test case ID, test case description, the execution 

order, additional requirements, category, the author's name, the information on whether 

the test case is automated or manually executable, pass/fail status or remarks. There are 

certain general rules that should be kept in order to write test cases of high quality. As 

far as possible, the test cases should be written in a way that only one thing is tested at a 

time, test cases should not overlay and should be written as simply as possible. The test 

cases should cover all positive and negative scenarios. The language used should be 

simple and easy to understand. Test cases should be written in the active voice and use 

exact and consistent names. Test cases should be accurate, economical, traceable, 

repeatable and reusable. 

When test cases for this application were designed, the main emphasis was on 

making the execution of test cases automated and to have the possibility to 

automatically run tests in bulk. If achieved, this could lead to minimizing the testing 

time and overall enhancing the effectiveness of the testing process. Some of the cases 

could not be fully automated, because it included human interaction such as performing 

a short-circuit or connecting and disconnecting parts of the hardware or sensor 

emulations. 
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Test description 
Document ID 11ESPO-D-EMM0-UN-YVD-0008 

Test revision 0 

Author A. Sumtsov 

Date 21-Feb-2015 15:07:16 

Reference Document 11ESPO-D-E451-UN-YVD-0001 

Test Description Test case is focused on control algorithm 07 of EMM 

Preparations / Conditions 
External:11ESPO-D-ECU0-UN-YVD-0045 

initial conditions  

Test case  

evaluation  

Test results shall correspond to the expected values provided in 

this TC within value and time tolerances. 

Deviations and discrepancies shall be explained. 

Comment test of engine modes duration monitoring 

Static Error N/A 

Dynamic Error N/A 

Model/Engine based TC? No 

Coherent ECU_B input? yes 

Test Case / Initialization TC 

Manual/Auto auto 

Post-processing script reference N/A 

Test result 
Date 07-May-2015 11:54:12 

SW Configuration   

HW Configuration   

Final result Pass 

Automated Test result N/A 

No. Of failures N/A 

Comment   

Offline evaluation test result N/A 

No. of failures 0/40 

Comment   

Table 3: Example of the informative general sheet of designed test cases. 

 

Since it seemed to be easier to process, it was decided to write test cases in 

Microsoft Excel. The test case document consists of three main parts – each of them has 

its own sheet. The first sheet of a test case gives us information on the configuration of 

the testing interface and instructions on test case processing and evaluation of results. 

The first sheet is divided into two parts – a general description part, which contains all 

the general necessary identification information about a given test case (see Table 3) 

such as name of the author, date, initial conditions and preparations, comment, 

evaluation whether engine simulation is used, whether it should be executed manually 

or in automatic mode and whether the coherent input signal is sent to the second ECU 

unit or not. In most cases, the last mentioned option is set to Yes – coherent signal to 

ECU unit, but in some cases the situation when the units inputs need to be different is 

required to be emulated. In case the option is set No, all the ECU input signals must be 

defined twice – for both A and B units.  

The second part of the first sheet summarizes the result of a given test case. It 

contains the date of execution, HW and SW configuration information, the overall 

passed/failed status information and, if any, the number of failures. There is also space 

for comments. 
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The second part of the test case is on the second sheet and it defines inputs and 

outputs of the test case (see Table 4). These are directly linked to the testing 

environment model where they represent sources and sinks. It also defines the size of 

the input and output data matrix. 

Inputs TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 

 TE_ANALOG_pla_A 

Outputs ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeMinutes 

 

ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeHours 

ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeMinutes 

ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeHours 

ECU_ARINC_sumTimeMaxFlightOver 

ECU_ARINC_timeMaxFlightOver 

ECU_ARINC_maxFlight 

Table 4: Example of the inputs/outputs defining sheet of designed test cases 

 

The third sheet of a test case is the one actually defining the testing procedure. It 

is usually the longest and the most test-case-defining. There are three basic types of 

information in this sheet and they are defined in Table 6 action column. The row can be 

test signal defining (set), test result processing and evaluating (check) or 

commentary/informative (info). The last mentioned info type of entry is there for 

legibility purposes only and it is not used in the testing and processing algorithm. Even 

though it may seem redundant, these entries are very helpful because they increase 

legibility and make orientation in the test case easier. 

3.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iLeftChassis 0       

 

  

3.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iLeftChassis 1       

 

  

Table 5: Example of test case step signal entry 

 

The set type of entry is used to form testing signals – inputs listed in the second 

sheet of a test case. This type of entry comes with the time, value and name parameters 

(see Table 6). Each set entry parameter is then processed into a vector. Two basic types 

of input signals can be formed using our type of test case– a step and a ramp. If our 

intention is to make a step signal change, we write two entries with the same time 

parameter, but a different value. This type of signal change is common if the signal of 

interest is of a discrete nature. For example, if we wanted to emulate the left chassis 

discrete sensor going true on the third second, we would write it as shown in Table 5.  
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Time [s] 
Tol 

Action Interface Element Identifier Value 

¨ 
Tol 

 
Comment Meas.value Result 

type val type val 
0.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeMinutes 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

0.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeHours 0 

  

  0 Pass 

0.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeMinutes 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

0.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeHours 0 

  

  0 Pass 

0.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_sumTimeMaxFlightOver 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

0.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_timeMaxFlightOver 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

0.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlight 0 

  

  0 Pass 

      info engineOn time check     

 

  

 

  

0.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 1500   

 

  

 

  

3.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 30000   

 

  

 

  

3.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeMinutes 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

3.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeHours 0 

  

  0 Pass 

3.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeMinutes 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

3.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeHours 0 

  

  0 Pass 

3.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_sumTimeMaxFlightOver 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

3.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_timeMaxFlightOver 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

3.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlight 0 

  

  0 Pass 

184.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 30000   

 

  

 

  

184.00     set TE_ANALOG_pla_A 0   

 

  

 

  

186.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 20000   

 

  

 

  

186.00     set TE_ANALOG_pla_A 94   

 

  

 

  

187.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeMinutes 3 Mtol 1   3 Pass 

187.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeHours 0 

  

  0 Pass 

187.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeMinutes 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

187.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeHours 0 

  

  0 Pass 

187.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_sumTimeMaxFlightOver 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

187.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_timeMaxFlightOver 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

187.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlight 0 

  

  0 Pass 

      info MaxFlight time check     

 

  

 

  

219.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 20000   

 

  

 

  

219.00     set TE_ANALOG_pla_A 94   

 

  

 

  

221.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 30000   

 

  

 

  

221.00     set TE_ANALOG_pla_A 97   

 

  

 

  

531.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeMinutes 3 Mtol 1   3 Pass 

531.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeHours 0 

  

  0 Pass 

531.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeMinutes 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

531.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeHours 0 

  

  0 Pass 

531.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_sumTimeMaxFlightOver 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

531.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_timeMaxFlightOver 1 Mtol 1   1 Pass 

531.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlight 1 

  

  1 Pass 

640.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 30000   

 

  

 

  

643.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 20000   

 

  

 

  

644.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeMinutes 10 Mtol 1   10 Pass 

644.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_engineOnTimeHours 0 

  

  0 Pass 

644.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeMinutes 6 Mtol 1   6 Pass 

644.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlightTimeHours 0 

  

  0 Pass 

644.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_sumTimeMaxFlightOver 420 Mtol 1   421 Pass 

644.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_timeMaxFlightOver 0 Mtol 1   0 Pass 

644.00 up 0.3 check ECU_ARINC_maxFlight 0 

  

  0 Pass 

Table 6: Example of the executive sheet of designed test cases 

 

If our intention is to emulate the change of an analogue input signal, we would 

usually choose a ramp nature for the signal. This is useful, if we don't want to lead the 

system into a gradient error state. For a ramp signal, we use an entry with different 

times and values. For example, in Table 6 we can see that we change the 

TE_ANALOG_ngg_A input value from 1500 to 30000 during the first three seconds of 

a test case. 

Now we will take a look at the check entry type. These entries stand for reading 

the outputs of a tested system and evaluating them into results. If we compare these 

check entries with set entries, we can see that it has a bulk of extra information on each 
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line. In fact, we have a time and value entry extended with tolerance type and tolerance 

value and the straight-forward parameters measured value and result. 

The last two entries are intuitively understandable – the measured value entry 

stands for the value of the system's measured output signal of interest and the result 

stands for whether the measured value fits in the time and value intervals defined in the 

test case or not. 

The reason for adding tolerance parameters for the time entry lays partly in time 

response requirements and partly in communication delays causing a delay in reading 

the value. There are two types of time tolerance – up and down. The up tolerance type 

means that the value is to be checked during the interval starting with the stated time 

and ending with time + tolerance value. The down tolerance type means that the value 

is to be checked during the interval between time – tolerance value and time. 

Value tolerances can be of three types – mtol, ltol and utol. The mtol tolerance 

type stands for middle tolerance. It defines that the measured value should be compared 

to the interval given by value – tolerance value and value + tolerance value. The ltol 

tolerance type stands for lower tolerance. It defines that the measured value should be 

compared to the interval given by value – tolerance value and value. The utol tolerance 

type stands for upper tolerance. It defines that the measured value should be compared 

to the interval given by value and value + tolerance value. 

Two full test cases on the same algorithm for different testing phases can be 

found in attachments. 

3.2. Testing interface 

After test cases are designed and the software is loaded into the hardware, it is 

necessary to sort out the testing interface. We need to know the number and type of 

signals entering the system with their ranges and required resolutions. The main tool 

used to create the testing interface was dSpace with its DS2004 High-speed A/D and 

DS2202 HIL I/O boards. 

First, the EMM was tested as a separate module. This phase could be executed 

before the other FADEC modules were ready and tested and was concentrated on 

finding and fixing bugs within the module. Due to the nature of the module's 

interactions it was possible to both send the testing inputs and receive the processed 
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output data using the ARINC 429 communication protocol. The data exchange had to 

be designed to fully emulate the inter-module communication of the EMM with the 

ECU. Apart from the signals from the ECU sent via ARINC, it was also necessary to 

emulate the signals from the analogue temperature and pressure sensors and discrete 

signalization peripheries. 

When the testing continued to the integration phase, FADEC was tested with all 

its modules connected. At this phase, all the signals incoming in a form of ARINC 

messages from the ECU unit were generated as electric signals emulating sensors that 

would be processed in the ECU unit when connected to the engine. Some system flags, 

logic signals and system states that enter the EMM as inputs and are formed by the ECU 

had to be induced by corresponding combinations of input signal values and sequences 

of inputs. This part was tricky and required an in-depth understanding of the whole 

FADEC system.  

In both cases, designing a well-arranged and user-friendly graphical user 

interface (GUI) is a must. It is a very good idea to give this aspect of the design a lot of 

attention, because you will have to use it during the entire testing time. Generally it is a 

good idea to integrate the possibility to switch between automatic and manual input 

options. Having a possibility to enter a known value of input manually is very handy 

when debugging the interface model and the system itself. In our case the GUI was 

integrated using a control desk as illustrated in Figure 20.  
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Figure 20: Control desk main GUI window 

On the left side of the main GUI window is the name of the signal with the 

possibility to switch to manual mode. There is also a LED imitation indicating whether 

the input is switched to manual or automated mode. Next to the led indicator there is a 

place for manual value input. The first yellow column shows the value of the parameter 

that is sent out via dSpace. The next column gives us the option to choose whether the 

second channel input will be the same as the first one (B=A), or a different manual 

input. Yellow column next to it shows us the B channel value sent through dSpace. The 

CBC column is something similar. It represents another set of sensors that are installed 

on the aircraft and are used in the algorithm. Again there is a possibility to have them 

emulated with the same value as the corresponding sensor and to check what value is 

sent via dSpace. There is also a possibility to use or not to use the engine model, and to 

control the power supply. The GT entry shows us the fuel supply value in kilograms per 

hour. There are discrete inputs as check buttons and LED imitations for outputs. 

3.2.1. Solo module testing 

As previously described, during the test case design process for the stand-alone 

EMM module testing, all the input and output signals were defined. The data flow and 

overall testing setup at this stage is shown on Figure 21.  
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Figure 21: Testing setup of the stand-alone EMM module 

 

As can be seen, there is a monitoring graphical user interface GUI in the PC in 

the form of a Control Desk layout for monitoring (in case of automated testing), or 

manually setting (in case of manual testing) the demanded understandable physical 

values and logical discrete states. Most of these signals are incoming in a form of 

ARINC 429 words, because they are either processed by ECU modules, or they are 

formed by the ECU unit as a result of a defined algorithm. As we already know, the 

ECU modules were not involved in this phase of testing and consequently these signals 

had to be emulated. These words are actually 32-bit messages coming periodically in 

buffers. In order to emulate and read these words with dSpace, the serial link RS 232 

with an appropriate conversion was used.  
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Figure 22: ARINC429 to RS232 conversion diagram 

 

Each of the ARINC 429 32-bit words were coded into five 8-bit RS 232 

messages. The composition and decomposition was carried out according to the Figure 

22. The word itself carries the address on bits 0 to 7, address extension on bits 8 to 12, 

the state information on bits 29, 30 and parity bit 31. Address information carries the 

identification part of the message. State bits carry signal validity information. The parity 

bit carries the message validity information. We have 16 bits left in the ARINC word to 

be used for data transfer. In case we use it for integer transfer we have a 15 bit number 

and the 28
th

 bit for sign definition of the number. In case we transfer a bitfield, 16 

boolean numbers can be fit in. 

Apart from the ARINC 429 input messages there are also direct discrete signals 

entering the module, which are defined by test cases. These are I/O oil and fuel filter 

clogging sensors and low pressure sensors. Arranging these signals' generation was a 

straight-forward task, because the dSpace I/O output pins could be used directly. 

The last type of input signals carries the physical interpretation of pressure and 

temperature. Even though they are defined as physical, in fact the inputs for the module 

are of an electrical nature. These signals are coming from a thermistor that measures oil 

temperature and pressure sensors measuring fuel and oil pressure. The characteristics of 

these target sensors are shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23: Thermistor (left) and pressure sensors (right) characteristics 

 

 If we take into account that the thermistor has its base resistance of 100 Ohms 

and is supplied with 5 mA, we can deduce that the output voltage of these sensors is 

relatively small and that the sensitivity is high. Putting this information together with 

the capabilities of dSpace, we get to the point where the only possibility of emulating 

the needed sensor signals is by using a signal conditioning circuit. This gives us the 

possibility to use an appropriate range on dSpace's DAC pinouts and makes us avoid 

unwanted noise interference. 

 Most of the output signals are of the ARINC 429 nature and are converted to RS 

232 messages to be sent to dSpace and consequently to the PC. A second type of output 

signals is the direct I/O signal that is sent to the cockpit display for signalisation. In our 

testing setup the cockpit signalisation is again dSpace with its I/O input pins. All the 

EMM outputs are again sent back to the PC and are shown in the GUI Control Desk 

interface. 

 The last part of the testing setup is the direct JTAG connection between a 

particular card of interest and the PC. Even though in the diagram in Figure 21 the link 

goes to the same PC as the one with the dSpace interface, in a real testing setup, because 

of practical ease-of-use reasons, there were two computers involved. There is a C code 

debugging software interface running in the PC linked to the particular card of the 

EMM. This connection is very important because in case a bug is detected, it allows us 

to use the breakpoint to stop the running C code and go through it step by step in order 

to make it work the way it should. 
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3.2.2. System integration testing 

As stated before, the main difference between stand-alone testing and full-

system integration testing is in the fact that in the latter, it was necessary to give raw 

outputs to ECU units in a particular way and sequence, in order to make it form the 

needed system flags and states. These sequences of ECU inputs were defined by 

redesigning test cases that had already been used during the previous phase of testing. 

Most of them were relatively easy to remake, others required elaboration. Eventually, 

all the inputs were fully defined.  

The full testing setup for integration tests is shown in Figure 24. We can see that 

the PC with the monitoring GUI stays the same as during stand-alone testing. The 

required signals in an understandable physical form are sent to dSpace, where the real-

time interface is running. Up to this point, everything about the procedure is the same. 

When we look at dSpace generated testing inputs we come across the first noticeable 

differences.  

Unlike in the previous testing setup, there are no ARINC messages used as 

inputs. All of them are replaced by discrete and analogue sensor-emulated signals that 

cause the corresponding first setup messages to be sent by the ECU. To make this 

conversion possible, extra sensory emulations had to be introduced.  

Several extra I/O inputs were introduced. These are the signals emulating 

sensors on the left and right chassis, engine start, stop and test control buttons, starter 

generator start, cold start, reverse propeller, reverse power lever and max flight mode 

switches. All of the newly mentioned I/O signals were generated using dSpace I/O 

output pins. It was possible to use these signals directly from the dSpace output pins 

without signal conditioning. 
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Figure 24: System integration testing setup diagram 

 

It was also necessary to implement the emulation of sensors measuring the 

temperature of the gas outlet and torque-measuring pressure sensor. The former was 

supposed to be a thermocouple with one end inside the ECU module and the latter 

behind the combustion chamber of the engine. Thermocouple characteristics and the 

characteristic of the torque-pressure sensor is shown in Figure 25.  

We can see that the torque-pressure sensor is similar to pressure sensors 

processed by the EMM and the difference is only in its range, while the voltage output 

stays the same. We can also notice that the output voltage of the thermocouple 

temperature sensor is at about the same level as pressure sensor. It means that to have 

these sensors emulated using dSpace, signal conditioning similar to the one mentioned 

in the previous testing interface description had to be introduced. 
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Figure 25: Characteristics of torque-pressure sensor (left) and thermocouple (right) 

 

 Three frequency inputs were newly introduced. Sensors measuring gas generator 

turbine speed, free turbine speed and propeller speed were emulated using the dSpace 

PWM output pins.  

There are no differences introduced associated with the output signals or the 

debugging JTAG channel.  

As you can see in Figure 24, there is a completely new data flow channel 

connecting the PC and FADEC introduced in this new setup. The service channel that 

allows us to monitor signals real-time and change the parameters of all the algorithms 

uses the Ethernet protocol. This is the only data flow channel that will be available after 

the development of the FADEC finishes and during serial production. Eventually, this 

Ethernet service channel will be used by technicians for fine-tuning the parameters of 

the algorithms, setting and resetting parameters, or mimicking a replaced unit's memory 

when replaced by a new unit. 

3.1. Testing procedure 

So far, test case design was discussed and testing environment was described. 

Now the testing procedure itself will be described. As it was mentioned before, it is 

greatly appreciated to have the testing time reduced as much as possible. The idea 

behind the test case design and testing environment setup was to make the process 

automated. When these were ready, a special script was written which executed the 

defined processes in a prepared loop with simulated environment. 
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First, the script checks the given directory for test case Excel files. Now it gives 

us the option to choose which test cases we want to run. Then the initialisation vector 

set is loaded into dSpace. The initialisation set of vectors contains every possible test 

input signal that will be further emulated. It gets the system into an idle state where no 

error flags or system messages are formed. It is necessary to have such an initialisation 

because the model that is used to generate inputs cannot have the inputs undefined. The 

fact that this initialisation will be present was taken into account during the test case 

design. As a result, all input changes defined in a test case start with the parameter value 

of initialisation. If the input is not defined in the test case it has the last initialisation 

value throughout the whole test case. 

After initialisation inputs are executed the script opens the first test case and 

goes through its first sheet. Here, as previously mentioned, all the settings are placed 

and it defines optional aspects of the test case. Then the script goes through the second 

sheet where input and output signals are defined. According to entries in this sheet the 

input vectors are formed using time and value data from set entries of the third sheet of 

test cases. Test vectors of the test case described in chapter 3.1 are shown in Figure 26. 

Figure 26: Example of input signal vectors from the test case shown in chapter 3.1 

 

When the input vectors are extracted from an Excel based test case, they are 

saved in the same directory in a form of a mat file. Vectors are also loaded into dSpace 

and the whole testing is triggered and inputs are evoked as stated in the test case. At the 

same time, while the inputs are sent in the designed sequence, outputs defined are saved 

continuously.  

An illustration of what the output vectors of results can look like is shown in 

Figure 27. Output vectors from the example test case from chapter 3.1 were used to 

illustrate how it looks like. These output vectors are also saved in a form of *.mat file. 
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Eventually, test input vectors are fully executed and result output vectors are 

received and saved. Before moving to another test case, the script has to go through the 

evaluation part. This is actually the moment where check entries are used for the first 

time. The measured output progression is compared at check defined points of interest 

to its expected values. Output vectors are taken one by one and when the comparison is 

evaluated, the status entry pass/fail is added to the appropriate column. 

Figure 27: Output captured and saved signals from the test case shown in table 3.1 
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After all the outputs have been checked this way the global status and number of 

failures for this particular test case is changed on the front sheet. The test case is saved 

as a test case result and the script continues to call other picked test cases until finished 

with the whole list. 

3.2. Testing results 

The most valuable testing result for me as a developer and tester of the system 

was discovering fails and errors. These countless small contributions to make the 

system bugless are priceless and give developer the feeling of satisfaction. This iteration 

base debugging process is usually documented internally in a form of revision and 

changes log and cannot be shown outside the development team.   

During the testing process there were three types of errors discovered – errors in 

test cases, errors in testing environment and errors in the system itself. Most of the 

errors and fails detected were problems of the testing interface or test cases, however 

from time to time a fail appeared that lead to system bug detection and eventually fixing 

it. 

Altogether at the last stage of integration testing of the EMM 16 test cases were 

written and performed. 1216 checks were executed of which 34 stayed as commented 

fails even after the test case fail origin analysis. All of these fails were analysed and the 

source of the fail was stated.  

Two types of fails occurred: 

1. Oil temperature gradient error indication 

2. Inability to emulate oil and fuel pressure values out of range  

The oil temperature gradient error indication during automated testing sessions 

was caused by relatively high level of noise on dSpace ADC output pins. Signal 

conditioning lowered the overall level of the signal but did not fix the noise problem. In 

order to prove that the algorithm itself works correctly precise power supply was 

connected to corresponding pin and the known noiseless signal was generated. There 

was no gradient error caused meaning that the problem is not in the algorithm. 

The fuel and oil pressure range problem was caused by the signal conditioning 

hardware. It had lowered the level of DAC outputs, but made it impossible to go over 

the needed range of the emulated sensor signal. Again the test with precise power 
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supply was performed. The input was given at needed levels of the signal and the 

module performed in expected way.  

Overall most of the fails that occurred during the testing were of three origins. 

The first one was already mentioned in fail results comment and is connected to 

emulating sensor signals. From my experience extra attention should be paid to 

designing or specifying signal conditional hardware. Developer should clearly define 

needed ranges and in case he defines it for somebody else make sure he understands it. 

In my personal experience making this phase clear can save a big amount of developing 

time. Another problematic aspect that I came across while doing the thesis is connected 

to ARINC. Such a capacious data exchange flow tended to produce enormous amount 

of errors. Strange signal formats were detected, laboriously tracked down to find out 

that there is a keying error in address. It is a good habit to have all the bitfields and 

buffers described and if possible to describe it automatically according to the actual 

signals. Even though it may not seem obvious, a lot of problems can be eventually 

avoided if a person is super-neat at initial stages of ARINC communication 

development. I strongly suggest spending some extra time on describing and sustaining 

up to date descriptions of the data exchange protocol. Similar suggestion is applicable to 

the HIL testing setup. Keeping the stand neat and have all the connectors labelled is a 

must. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

This thesis described the development and testing process of the software for the 

EMM. The thesis is divided into two main parts – software and testing.  

The software part describes consists of 4 subchapters and describe the software 

developed for the EMM. Chapter 2.1 shows us requirements for the software and 

demanded functionalities. In Chapter 2.2, the software architecture is shown and the 

interface between hand written and automatically generated code is described. The 

description of the top level – main functionalities providing – algorithms was carried 

out in extra detail in Chapter 2.3. These descriptions include flowchart diagrams and 

examples of implementation in Stateflow. In Chapter 2.4 automated C code generation 

strategy is described.  

The testing part describes the process of the EMM. First an introduction to usual 

testing strategies is given. In Chapter 3.1 test cases purpose and design process is 

described. Examples of test cases used during this project are discussed and explained. 

Chapter 3.2 shows the testing interface during both solo and integration testing of 

EMM. The automated testing procedure is described in the chapter 3.1. In last testing 

chapter results and challenges met are discussed. Also some suggestions on how to save 

time during realisation of similar projects are given.  

As I mentioned before the development of software for the EMM and its testing 

was carried out as a part of the ESPOSA project. This testing phase was successfully 

completed and the project moved to the next phase – testing on real engine. Processes 

and methods used and defined will be definitely improved and reused. Experience 

earned during the development and testing process turned into valuable know how 

which will define the course of my further professional growth. 
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6. ATTACHMENTS  

ATTACHMENT 1 – test case for solo module testing of EMM algorithm ak05 

ATTACHMENT 2 – test case for integration testing of EMM algorithm ak05 
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ATTACHMENT 1:  

test case for solo module testing of EMM algorithm ak05 

Summary TC_EMM_AK05 

Inputs r32_ngg 

b_engineOperative 

b_startSgRunning 

Outputs r32_sumStartCycle 

r32_timeStartEng 

Preparations / 
Conditions 

initial conditions – all inputs set to 0 

Comment:  

Time [s] Action Signal, flag or identifier 

of value to be checked or 

set 

set or 

expected 

Value 

Actual 

Value 

 

Status comment 

Check of the correct sending of the data initialized to zero value, without its 

increasing 

01.00 set b_engineOperative 1 1 PASSED N/A 

01.35 check r32_timeStartEng 0 0 
PASSED N/A 

  r32_sumStartCycle 0 0 

02.00 set b_engineOperative 0 0 PASSED N/A 

33.00 check r32_timeStartEng 0 0 
PASSED N/A 

  r32_sumStartCycle 0 0 

34.00 set b_startSgRunning 1 1 PASSED N/A 

34.35 check r32_timeStartEng 0 0 
PASSED N/A 

  r32_sumStartCycle 0 0 

44.00 set b_startSgRunning 0 0 

PASSED N/A 45.00 set b_engineOperative 1 1 

46.00 set b_engineOperative 0 0 

75.00 check r32_timeStartEng 10 10 

PASSED N/A 
  r32_sumStartCycle 0 0 

77.00 check r32_timeStartEng 0 0 

  r32_sumStartCycle 0 0 

78.00 set b_startSgRunning 1 1 PASSED N/A 

78.35 check r32_timeStartEng 0 0 
PASSED N/A 

  r32_sumStartCycle 0 0 

80.00 set r32_ngg 6490 6490 

PASSED N/A 
88.00 set b_startSgRunning 0 0 

89.00 set b_engineOperative 1 1 

90.00 set b_engineOperative 0 0 

119.00 check r32_timeStartEng 10 10 

PASSED N/A 
  r32_sumStartCycle 1 1 

121.00 check r32_timeStartEng 0 0 

  r32_sumStartCycle 0 0 
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ATTACHMENT 2: 

test case for integration testing of EMM algorithm ak05 

Test description 

Document ID 11ESPO-D-EMM0-UN-YVD-0006 

Test revision 0 

Author A. Sumtsov 

Date 21-Feb-2015 15:07:16 

Reference 

Document 

11ESPO-D-E451-UN-YVD-0001 

Test Description Test case is focused on control algorithm 05 of EMM 

Preparations / 

Conditions 

External:11ESPO-D-ECU0-UN-YVD-0045 

initial conditions  

Test case  

evaluation  

Test results shall correspond to the expected values provied in 

this TC within value and time tolerances. 

Deviations and discrepancies shall be explained. 

Comment test of engine start duration and cycles  

Static Error N/A 

Dynamic Error N/A 

Model/Engine 

based TC? No 

Coherent ECU_B 

input? yes 

Test Case / 

Initialization TC 

Manual/Auto auto 

Post-Proccesing 

script reference 
N/A 

Test result 

Date 07-May-2015 15:15:20 

SW Configuration   

HW Configuration   

Final result Pass 

Automated Test 

result 
N/A 

No. Of failures N/A 

Comment   

Offline 

evaluation test 

result 

N/A 

No. of failures 0/25 

Comment   

Legend 

  Highlighted value 
  Info 
  Set 

  Check 
  Pass 

  Fail 

 

Inputs TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

TE_ANALOG_pla_A 

TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStop_A 

TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStart_A 

TE_DISCRETE_iRightChassis_A 

TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStartSwitch_A 

TE_DISCRETE_iLeftChassis_A 

TE_U28V 

Outputs ECU_ARINC_timeStartEng 

  

  

  

ECU_ARINC_ngg_A 

ECU_ARINC_pla_A 

ECU_ARINC_sumStartCycle 
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Time 
[s] 

Tol. 
type 

Tol. 
val 

Action Interface Element Identifier Value Toltype Tolerance Comment 
Measured 

value 
Result 

      info Check of the correct sending of the data initialized to zero value, without its increasing  

00.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 1500           

00.30     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStartSwitch_A 0           

00.30     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStartSwitch_A 1           

04.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 30000           

04.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_timeStartEng 0       0 Pass 

04.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_sumStartCycle 0       0 Pass 

04.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_ngg_A 30000 mtol 60   29994 Pass 

04.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_pla_A 0.5 mtol 0.5   0.61328 Pass 

05.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 30000           

07.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 20000           

38.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_timeStartEng 0       0 Pass 

38.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_sumStartCycle 0       0 Pass 

38.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_ngg_A 20000 mtol 60   19996 Pass 

38.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_pla_A 0 mtol 0.5   0 Pass 

38.35     set TE_ANALOG_pla_A 0           

38.35     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 20000           

38.70     set TE_DISCRETE_iLeftChassis_A 0           

38.70     set TE_DISCRETE_iRightChassis_A 0           

38.70     set TE_DISCRETE_iLeftChassis_A 1           

38.70     set TE_DISCRETE_iRightChassis_A 1           

39.70     set TE_ANALOG_pla_A 20           

41.70     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 1470           

42.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStop_A 1           

42.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStop_A 0           

43.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStart_A 0           

43.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStart_A 1           

43.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_timeStartEng 0       0 Pass 

43.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_sumStartCycle 0       0 Pass 

43.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_ngg_A 1470 mtol 60   1468 Pass 

43.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_pla_A 20 mtol 0.5   20.3164 Pass 

52.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 1470           

53.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 5600.0           

57.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 30000           

57.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_ngg_A 30000 mtol 60   29996 Pass 

58.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStop_A 0           

58.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStop_A 1           

58.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStart_A 1           

58.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStart_A 0           

59.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 30000           

61.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 20000           

90.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_timeStartEng 14       14 Pass 

90.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_sumStartCycle 1       1 Pass 

90.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_ngg_A 20000 mtol 60   19996 Pass 

90.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_pla_A 20 mtol 0.5   20.2969 Pass 

93.00     set TE_U28V 28           

93.00     set TE_U28V 0           

93.20     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 20000           

93.20     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 1500           

94.00     set TE_U28V 0           

94.00     set TE_U28V 28           

99.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStop_A 1           

99.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStop_A 0           

100.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStart_A 0           

100.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStart_A 1           

100.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_timeStartEng 0       0 Pass 

100.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_sumStartCycle 0       0 Pass 

100.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_ngg_A 1500 mtol 60   1498 Pass 

100.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_pla_A 20 mtol 0.5   20.3008 Pass 

100.30     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 1500           

104.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 5600           

109.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 30000           

113.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStop_A 0           

113.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStart_A 1           

113.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStop_A 1           

113.00     set TE_DISCRETE_iEngineStart_A 0           

113.30     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 30000           

116.00     set TE_ANALOG_ngg_A 20000           

117.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_timeStartEng 9       9 Pass 

117.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_sumStartCycle 2       2 Pass 

117.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_ngg_A 20000 mtol 60   19996 Pass 

117.00 up 00.35 check ECU_ARINC_pla_A 20 mtol 0.5   20.293 Pass 

 


